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Facebook organic reach, no other topic in social media marketing has caused as much controversy or as many headaches. While
many social media professionals have seen a decline in Facebook reach over the last few years, the effect has developed more
extreme in the aftermath of the 2018 Facebook algorithm change. Is organic reach on Facebook that low for Pages and brands?
According to the latest data, it sure seems like it. Take this case study on organic reach for Facebook Pages in the APAC area
over time:
The very good news is you can meaningfully improve your organic reach with strategic efforts.

1. Build Organic Traction Before Promoting Posts with Ads: –
To get extra mileage from your paid reach, let your posts run for 1-24 hours to gain some organic traction earlier boosting them.
While increased organic reach is never certain, there are ways to give your Facebook posts an improved chance of good reach.

Active advertisers and engaging content: –
The Facebook news feed algorithms recompense active advertisers and engaging content. The more reactions, comments, and
shares your posts get, the improved their reach. This goes for equally organic and paid (your advertising dollars will go further).
As you grow your posting strategy, remember to minimize your ask; not every piece of content wants to have a call to action
(CTA). Create a mix of content that combines promotional posts with posts that add value, educate, and entertain. And when
you do comprise a CTA, keep it simple.

2. Start with Content Optimized to Generate Attention and
Shares: –
Highly shareable content is the holy grail of social media marketing, and doing your finest to enhance for shares is my number
one content formation tip. As public scroll the Facebook news feed, your content has to make individuals pause and read. The
promise of your content must be thumb-stopping. What you deliver has to inspire people to reply with, “OMG, I must share this
now!”
Here are some tips to make your content more likely to attract the views that yield shares and reach.

Post More Native and Live Video : –
Video remains to hold sway on Facebook with triple the appointment and 1200% more shares than text and image posts joint.

Create a Mix of Post Types: –
You can carry content on Facebook in several different ways, including video, slides, photos, and text. While some people may
prefer (and therefore share) your photos, users who are pressed for time might be more likely to share a text post. Mix up your
post types and you’re more likely to attract views from a variety of users.

Repost Popular Posts: –
Identify content that received a lot of attention the first time you posted it on Facebook. Then repost it to capture the attention
of people who didn’t see it the first time and give users who did a chance to revisit it and share it again. They help to increase
organic reach on Facebook.

Use Organic Audience Targeting : –
If you have particular content that’s extra likely to be of attention to a specific type of Facebook user, use Facebook’s Spectators
Optimization tool to select more friendly spectators for that content.

Tag Relevant Pages in Appropriate Posts: –
If the content of your Facebook post indications or indorses another business, tag the business in the description/narrative of
your post. Your post will then pop up on another business’s page, which is probable to draw their consideration and
consequence in a share, growing the potential audience for your post.

Drive Traffic from Off-platform Sources: –
If you embed Facebook posts on your blog or link to them via other channels, you’ll help send people who click on them to
Facebook, improving your reach. (The unique URL for any public post on Facebook is the timestamp of the post.) In addition to
showing your Facebook feed on your website using a plugin, you can implant separate posts and videos in your blog posts.

Publish from a Verified Facebook Presence: –
If you have a large business, you can apply for a blue checkmark verification for your Facebook page. Not only does this
checkmark lend authenticity to your page or profile, but you’ll also get a higher priority in search results, giving you more
visibility for your posts.

Build Organic Traction Earlier Promoting Posts with Advertisements: –
To get additional mileage from your paid reach, let your posts run for 1-24 hours to increase some organic traction before

increasing them. While amplified organic reach is never guaranteed, there are ways to give your Facebook posts a better chance
of good reach.

3. Prioritize Audience Engagement
Take every opportunity to engage your audience because that’s part of what keeps them coming back for more. The strategies
of good discussion for in-person contact put on to social media too. When people leave a comment, recognize that they’re
starting a conversation and be sure to respond to any comments you receive. Let people know they’ve been heard.
Remember, Facebook loves to recompense posts with a high appointment. There’s a news feed algorithm signal for “recency”;
posts that gather engagement quickly are more likely to get broader organic reach.

4. Amplify Your Organic Reach on Facebook with Paid
Promotion
Here’s where you start to pay to boost the reach of your content to improve your Facebook marketing ROI considerably. Rather
than promote the whole thing, apply some planned assortment to increase the established organic reach of specific posts with
Facebook ads.

Drive traffic to the website: –
For some posts, your objective may be to increase awareness and upsurge engagement and video views, for example. But for
other posts, you’ll want to promote those with a link so you can drive traffic to your website. And of course, recall having the
Facebook pixel installed and test retargeted promoted content.

Don’t blow your budget on a single post: –
After the choice, your posts, decide how you want to assign your budget. For the top results, spread out your advertisement
devote and avoid blowing your whole budget on a single post with one improvement or one advertisement.
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